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Cross-stage neural pattern similarity in the
hippocampus predicts falsememory derived
from post-event inaccurate information

Xuhao Shao 1,2,3,4, Ao Li1, Chuansheng Chen5, Elizabeth F. Loftus5 &
Bi Zhu 1,2,3,4

Themisinformation effect occurs when people’smemory of an event is altered
by subsequent inaccurate information. No study has systematically tested
theories about the dynamics of human hippocampal representations during
the three stages of misinformation-induced false memory. This study repli-
cates behavioral results of the misinformation effect, and investigates the
cross-stage pattern similarity in the hippocampus and cortex using functional
magnetic resonance imaging. Results show item-specific hippocampal pattern
similarity between original-event and post-event stages. During the memory-
test stage, hippocampal representations of original information are weakened
for true memory, whereas hippocampal representations of misinformation
compete with original information to create false memory. When false mem-
ory occurs, this conflict is resolved by the lateral prefrontal cortex. Individuals’
memory traces of post-event information in the hippocampus predict false
memory, whereas original information in the lateral parietal cortex predicts
truememory. Thesefindings support themultiple-tracemodel, and emphasize
the reconstructive nature of human memory.

False memory is a phenomenon in which an individual’s memory of an
event differs from the way it actually occurred1–4. It can result from the
misinformation effect (i.e., distorted memory of an event after sub-
sequent exposure to misleading information). Because of its sig-
nificant implications for the legal, health and educational systems, the
misinformation effect has been extensively studied for the past 50
years5–8.

Human beings are not alone in experiencing the misinformation
effect. It has been observed in a variety of nonhuman species, includ-
ing fruit flies, rodents, birds, and chimpanzees8–12. For example, when
contextual memory is reactivated using optogenetics and associated
with electric shocks, false memory is created in the hippocampus of
mice13. Researchers have speculated that themisinformation effect is a
byproduct of the evolutionary adaptation of associative memory14,15.

The hippocampus appears to be critically involved in the mis-
information effect, but the dynamics of hippocampal representations
across stages are still unclear1,16. In the classic three-stage mis-
information paradigm, a person witnesses the original event, then
receives post-event misinformation, and finally performs a memory
test about the original event. Previous functional neuroimaging stu-
dies have shown that the human hippocampus is activated in each of
these three memory stages to produce false memory, although these
results are occasionally not replicated17–22. These inconsistent results
may be due to the fact that previous studies used different experi-
mental designs and investigated hippocampal activity in only one or
two memory stages. Using representational similarity analysis (RSA),
recent studies have shown that the human hippocampus supports
false memory for recombined images23, and constructs narratives
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across distant events24. However, it is largely unknown how human
hippocampal representations change across three memory stages to
create false memory of life events.

Three theoretical perspectives have been proposed to explain the
misinformation effect: non-retention, trace-alteration, and multiple-
trace models (see Fig. 1 for a schematic representation of these mod-
els). These theoretical perspectives would predict different patterns of
changes in hippocampal representations across the three stages of
misinformation false memory. First, the non-retention model argues
that representations of the original event were never formed or were
lost before receiving misinformation, and thus the original event was
filledwithmisinformation25. According to thismodel, the hippocampal
pattern from the original-event stage would not be related to those
during the post-event stage (i.e., no similarity), but its pattern of the
post-event stage and the memory-test stage would be related (Fig. 1a).

Second, the memory trace-alteration model proposes that hip-
pocampal representations of the original event are retained during the
post-event stage but are then overwritten by misinformation, and
consequently do not carry over to the memory-test stage2,4,26. There-
fore, the hippocampal pattern for the original event should carry over
from the original-event stage to the post-event stage, but would then
be replaced by misinformation, whereas its pattern for the mis-
information would carry over from the post-event stage to the
memory-test stage (Fig. 1b).

Finally, the multiple-trace memory model holds that the hippo-
campal representations of the original event remain intact throughout
the three stages, and they compete with the representations of mis-
information during the memory-test stage27. The outcome of the com-
petition is determined by source attribution, with sourcemisattribution
leading to false memory3,28. According to this model, the hippocampal
representation of the original event should exist across the three stages
and the representation of misinformation would carry from the post-
event stage to the memory-test stage. In other words, unlike the other
two perspectives, the multi-trace model would predict the existence of
hippocampal representations of the original event during the memory-
test stage even if misinformation was effective in creating false memory
(Fig. 1c). A key mechanism involved here is cognitive control, which
should be subserved by certain parts of the prefrontal cortex29,30. To
resolve the competition between two memory traces in the hippo-
campus during the memory test, the ventrolateral, medial, and dorso-
lateral prefrontal cortex may be involved in selecting goal-relevant
memory of original information23,31, suppressing inappropriate memory
of misinformation32,33, and monitoring the discrepancy between mis-
information and original information34,35. However, it was unclear which
parts of the prefrontal cortex might work in concert with the hippo-
campus to resolve this conflict during the memory test.

The current study aimed to test the three competing theories of
the misinformation effect in terms of hippocampal representations.
Two experiments were conducted. First, we conducted a behavioral
study (Exp. 1) to ensure that the misinformation paradigm we modified
for the neuroimaging study would work as expected. Based on prior
works (see Supplementary Table 1 for a brief review), we developed a

new set of experimental materials based on realistic events in today’s
society. We used eight events (e.g., stealing a cell phone, ticket scalping,
and school bullying), in which two versions of critical items for each
event were counterbalanced across participants (Fig. 2a and Supple-
mentary Fig. 1). Participants first saw all eight events (i.e., the original-
event stage), with 50 images for each event, which took about half an
hour in total (Methods and Fig. 2b). Three hours later, they read item-
specific post-event narratives (i.e., the post-event stage). During this
stage, participants were randomly assigned into one of three groups:
misinformation, neutral, and consistent information groups (Supple-
mentary Table 2). Participants in the misinformation group read mis-
information for critical items and consistent information for control
items. Participants in the neutral information group read neutral infor-
mation for both critical and control items. Participants in the consistent
information group read consistent information for both critical and
control items. One day later (during the memory-test stage), all parti-
cipants performed the item-specific three-alternative forced-choice
recognition test for the original events (true, false, and foil options for
critical items; and one correct and two incorrect options for control
items) (Supplementary Table 3). Unlike previous studies, we used a
randomized order of presentation across the eight events in each of all
three stages, and across the 24 critical and control questions of each
event in the memory test (Supplementary Figs. 2–3). This randomiza-
tion helped to avoid potential confounding effects of temporal drift and
sequence-related structure on the neural pattern similarity estimation36.

After Exp. 1 confirmed that the modified paradigm generated
expected behavioral results (i.e., the misinformation group led to
more false memory than did the neutral and consistent groups), we
recruited a new sample to examine the hippocampal representations
(Exp. 2). In this fMRI experiment, we included only the misinforma-
tion group. Participants completed all three stages of the mis-
information paradigm in the fMRI scanner. Exp. 2 used a within-
participant design and examined the misinformation effect by
comparing behavioral and neural indices between memory response
types (i.e., true memory, false memory, foil, correct control, and
incorrect control). Using representational similarity analyses of fMRI
data, we compared the hippocampal pattern similarity across three
stages and tested predictions derived from the three theories men-
tioned above. Our results showed that cross-stage neural pattern
similarity in the hippocampus predicted the misinformation effect.

Results
Behavioral results
The misinformation effect was demonstrated by group differences in
memory performance in the behavioral study (Exp. 1; Fig. 2c). There
was a significant interaction between group (misinformation, neutral,
and consistent) and memory type (true, false, foil, correct, and incor-
rect) on the endorsement rate in the memory test (F(8, 476) = 91.62,
p = 8e−43, η2

p =0.61, 90% confidence intervals (CI) = [0.56, 0.64]). As
expected, truememory (i.e., endorsement rate of original information)
in the misinformation group was lower than that in the neutral group
(t(80) = −6.53, p = 6e−9, Cohen’s d = −1.44, 95% CI = [−1.93, −0.95]),

Fig. 1 | Three theoretical models of the misinformation effect. a The non-
retention model. b The trace-alteration model. c The multiple-trace model. They
posit different patterns of changes in hippocampal representations across the
three stages of misinformation false memory (original-event [OE], post-event [PE],

and memory-test [MT] for the original event). Blue and red spheres indicate
representations of original information and post-event misinformation, respec-
tively. Double-headed arrows indicate cross-stage neural pattern similarity for the
corresponding items.
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Fig. 2 | Experimental design and behavioral results of the misinformation
effect. a Materials of original events. Images of people in the figure are blurred
according to journal’s regulations, while images in the experiment were displayed
in high resolution. b Procedure and manipulation. Critical items are shown in light
orange and control items are shown in light green. True memory, false memory,
foil, correct control, and incorrect control are shown inblue, red,white, darkgreen,
and gray, respectively. c Memory performance. Data are visualized as violin plots

with bounds indicating the min and max values and the black dots showing the
means. Error bars indicate standard errors (SEs) of themeans for experiment (Exp.)
1 and within-participant SEs for Exp. 2. N = 122 participants in Exp. 1. N = 57 parti-
cipants in Exp. 2. The two experiments used independent samples. Source data are
provided as a SourceData file. Permissionhas beenobtained from these individuals
to depict them in this figure.
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which in turn was lower than that in the consistent group
(t(80) = −10.19, p = 4e−16, d = −2.25, 95% CI = [−2.80, −1.69]). False
memory (i.e., endorsement rate of misinformation) in the mis-
information group was higher than that in the neutral group
(t(80) = 11.09, p = 2e−16, d = 2.45, 95%CI = [1.87, 3.02]), which in turnwas
higher than that in the consistent group (t(80) = 8.19, p = 3e−12, d = 1.81,
95% CI = [1.29, 2.32]). Themisinformation effect was further confirmed
in both experiments. Within the misinformation group in Exp. 1, false
memory (41%) was higher than the endorsement rate of foils (9%)
(t(39) = 21.29, p = 4e−32, d = 3.37, 95% CI = [2.56, 4.17]). The behavioral
results from the fMRI study (Exp. 2) replicated those of the mis-
information group: false memory (42%) was higher than the endorse-
ment rate of foils (14%) (t(56) = 27.01, p = 8e−34, d = 3.58, 95% CI = [2.87,
4.29]). Detailed results on endorsement rates and reaction time from
both experiments are shown in the Supplementary Information (Sup-
plementary Tables 4–5 and Supplementary Fig. 4).

Hippocampal representations of true, false, correct, and incor-
rect memories
To explore hippocampal representations of different types of mem-
ories, we looked for evidence of item-specific representation in the
bilateral hippocampus (Fig. 3a). Item-specific representation was

assessed for each type of memory (i.e., true memory, false memory,
correct control, and incorrect control) and for each pair of the three
stages: between the original-event and the post-event (OP), between
the original-event and the memory-test (OM), and between the post-
event and the memory-test (PM) (Fig. 3b). For a given stage pair, item-
specific representation was indicated by greater neural pattern simi-
larity for the corresponding items than the averaged neural pattern
similarity for the non-corresponding items in the same event (Sup-
plementary Fig. 5). Taking a critical item of the OP as an example, the
corresponding itemswould be seeing “theman took a blue candy box”
(image 26) during the original-event stage and reading “theman took a
red candy box” (narrative 26) during the post-event stage; while the
non-corresponding items in the same event would be seeing the other
49 images (except for image 26) during the original-event stage and
reading “theman took a red candy box” (narrative 26) during the post-
event stage.

Results showed that for some stage pairs of the four memory
types, hippocampal pattern similarity was higher for corresponding
items than for non-corresponding items, suggesting evidence for item-
specific representation and that it differed by memory type for dif-
ferent stage pairs (Fig. 3d). This observation was confirmed by a sig-
nificant three-way interaction of the 3 (stage pairs) × 4 (memory

Fig. 3 | Hippocampal pattern similarity across three memory stages. a The
hippocampus (yellow) on the left (L) and right (R) hemispheres of the brain.bThree
types of cross-stage similarity (i.e., OP [between original-event and post-event
stages], OM [between original-event and memory-test stages], and PM [between
post-event and memory-test stages]) for the corresponding items and for the non-
corresponding items in the same event. cHypothesized outcomes of false memory
based on the three theories. d Hippocampal pattern similarity for the corre-
sponding items and for the non-corresponding items for three different stage pairs
by memory type (true memory, false memory, correct control, and incorrect

control) in Exp. 2 (N = 57). Paired sample t-test showed that the effect of item
specificity (i.e., corresponding items vs. non-corresponding items) for true mem-
ory was greater in OP than in OM (t(56) = 3.06, p =0.003, d =0.41, 95% CI = [0.13,
0.67], two-sided, FDR corrected p =0.005). The effect of item specificity in PMwas
greater for false memory than for true memory (t(56) = 2.85, p =0.006, d =0.38,
95% CI = [0.11, 0.64], two-sided, FDR corrected p =0.036). Data are visualized as
split-violin plots with bounds indicating themin andmax values and the black dots
showing the means. Error bars indicate within-participant SEs. **p <0.01. Source
data are provided as a Source Data file.
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types) × 2 (item specificity) repeated measures ANOVA (F(6,
336) = 2.27, p =0.036, η2

p =0.04, 90% CI = [0.001, 0.06]), and a sig-
nificant main effect of item specificity (F(1, 56) = 27.82, p = 2e−6,
η2

p =0.33, 90% CI = [0.17, 0.47]), while the other main effects and the
two-way interactions were not significant in this model (ps >0.13).

To probe the three-way interaction, we conducted two sets of
two-way ANOVAs, by memory type and stage pair. In terms of true
memory, the two-way interaction between stage pair and item speci-
ficity was significant (F(2, 112) = 6.77, p = 0.002, η2

p =0.11, 90% CI =
[0.03, 0.20]). Simple effect analysis showed that the hippocampal
pattern similarity of true memory was higher for corresponding items
than for non-corresponding items in OP (t(56) = 4.33, p = 6e−5, d =0.57,
95% CI = [0.29, 0.85]) but not in OMor PM (ps >0.65), and the effect of
item specificity was greater in OP than in OM and PM (t(56) = 3.06 and
3.19, p =0.003 and 0.002, d = 0.41 and 0.42, 95% CI = [0.13, 0.67] and
[0.15, 0.69]). For false memory, the effect of item specificity was sig-
nificant (F(1, 56) = 16.40, p =0.0002, η2

p =0.23, 90% CI = [0.08, 0.37]),
but the effect of stage pair and the interaction between stage pair and
item specificity were not significant (ps >0.44). These results were
consistent with the multiple-trace theory (Fig. 3c). For correct control,
the effect of itemspecificitywas significant (F(1, 56) = 17.37,p = 0.0001,
η2

p =0.24, 90% CI = [0.09, 0.38]), but the effect of stage pair and the
interaction between stage pair and item specificity were not significant
(ps >0.74). Finally, for incorrect control, noneof the effects (stage pair,
item specificity, or their interaction) was significant (ps >0.09).

In terms of the two-way ANOVAs by stage pair, there was a sig-
nificant two-way interaction between memory type and item specifi-
city for PM (F(3, 168) = 2.84, p = 0.040, η2

p =0.05, 90%
CI = [0.001, 0.10]). Simple effect analysis showed that hippocampal
pattern similarity in PM was higher for corresponding items than for
non-corresponding items for false memory and correct control
(t(56) = 3.62 and 2.83, p =0.0006 and 0.006, d =0.48 and 0.38, 95%
CI = [0.20, 0.75] and [0.11, 0.64]), but not for true memory and incor-
rect control (ps >0.41). The effect of item specificity in PMwas greater
for false memory and correct control than for true memory
(t(56) = 2.85 and 2.20, p = 0.006 and 0.032, d =0.38 and 0.29, 95%
CI = [0.11, 0.64] and [0.02, 0.56]). In contrast, for OP or OM, the effect
of item specificity was significant (F(1, 56) = 19.98 and 8.94,

p =0.00004 and 0.004, η2
p =0.26 and 0.14, 90% CI = [0.11, 0.41] and

[0.03, 0.28]), but the effect of memory type and the interaction
between memory type and item specificity were not significant (ps >
0.15). In addition, we directly compared false memory with correct
control by conducting a 2 (memory types: false memory vs. correct
control) × 3 (stage pairs) × 2 (item specificity) repeated measures
ANOVA. Since none of the interaction terms was significant, we com-
bined falsememory and correct control and compared themwith true
memory using a 2 (memory types: [falsememory& correct control] vs.
truememory) × 3 (stage pairs) × 2 (item specificity) repeatedmeasures
ANOVA. These analyses confirmed that the effect of item specificity in
PM in the hippocampus was greater for false memory and correct
control than for true memory (Details are shown in Supplementary
Table 6). Furthermore, the results described above were not affected
by the univariate activation level in the hippocampus, and were
unchanged when using partial correlations for PM and OM and after
correction for correlation comparisons (Details are shown in Supple-
mentary Tables 6–7). Additional results regarding the anterior and
posterior hippocampus indicated a functional dissociation along the
long axis of the hippocampus for truememory and correct control but
not for false memory and incorrect control (Details are shown in
Supplementary Table 8).

Hippocampal representation of post-event informationpredicts
false memory
The analyses reported above suggested that there were two memory
traces (i.e., significant OM and PM values) in the hippocampus for false
memory and correct control during the memory test. Furthermore,
item-specific representation of post-event information (i.e., PM) in the
hippocampus was greater for false memory and correct control than
for true memory. However, it was unclear whether there would be a
participant-specific mapping between the hippocampal item-specific
representation of post-event information and thebehavioral patternof
false memory. Using an individuation analysis as used in previous
studies37,38, we compared the within-participant neural-behavioral
correlations (unique representations) to the between-participant
neural-behavioral correlations (shared representations) (Fig. 4a). For
false memory, this analysis revealed a significantly higher within- than

Fig. 4 | Hippocampus carries participant-specific post-event information that
predicts false memory. a Schematic representation of the individuation analysis
for the correlation between the hippocampal item-specific representations of post-
event information and the behavioral patternof falsememories in thememory test.
We compared the within-participant neural-behavioral correlations (red solid
arrow) to the between-participant neural-behavioral correlations (red dashed
arrows). b The neural-behavioral correlations for false memory are shown for the

within- and between-participant analyses in Exp. 2 (N = 57). Paired sample t-test
showed that within-participant correlation was higher than between-participant
correlation (t(56) = 3.64, p =0.0006, d =0.48, 95%CI = [0.21, 0.75], two-sided). Data
are visualized as violin plotswith bounds indicating themin andmax values and the
black dots showing the means. Error bars indicate within-participant SEs.
***p <0.001. Source data are provided as a Source Data file.
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between-participant correlation (t(56) = 3.64, p = 0.0006, d =0.48,
95% CI = [0.21, 0.75]; Fig. 4b and Supplementary Table 9), suggesting
that each individual had a partially unique set of representations of
post-event information in the hippocampus to produce falsememory.
However, there was no participant-specific mapping between the
hippocampal representation of the original information during the
memory test and the behavioral pattern of false memory (t(56) = 1.21,
p =0.23,d = 0.16, 95%CI = [−0.10, 0.42]). Therewas alsonoparticipant-
specific mapping between the hippocampal item-specific representa-
tion of the original or post-event information during the memory test
(i.e., OM or PM) and the behavioral pattern of correct control
(t(56) = 1.41 and 0.80, p =0.16 and 0.43, d =0.19 and 0.11, 95% CI =
[−0.08, 0.45] and [−0.15, 0.37] for OM and for PM, respectively). In the
hippocampus, there was no participant-specificmapping between OM
and true memory (t(56) = −1.55, p = 0.13, d = −0.21, 95% CI = [−0.47,
0.06]), but themagnitudeof negative correlationbetweenPMand true
memory was significantly smaller in within-participant than between-
participant analyses (t(56) = −2.32, p =0.024, d = −0.31, 95%CI = [−0.57,
−0.04], Supplementary Table 9 for details).

Prefrontal activity correlates with hippocampal representations
when false memory occurs
In support of the multiple-trace model, the above analysis suggested
that there were two memory traces (i.e., OM and PM) in the hippo-
campus when false memory occurred during the memory test. Given
the two memory traces, the prefrontal cortex is expected to be
involved in selecting, suppressing, ormonitoringmemory traces in the
hippocampus during the memory test (Fig. 5a). When false memory
occurs, the neural activity in certain regions of the prefrontal cortex
may be positively correlated with OM (i.e., selecting original informa-
tion), or negatively correlated with PM (i.e., suppressing

misinformation), ormorepositively correlatedwith PM thanOM in the
hippocampus (i.e., monitoring the discrepancy). Moreover, this effect
should bemore pronounced for falsememory than for correct control,
since hippocampal item-specific representations in OM and PM for
correct control involve consistent information. We conducted these
analyses for false memory and correct control rather than for true
memory and incorrect control, because there were significant hippo-
campal item-specific representations in OM and PM for false memory
and correct control only.

Using an exploratory whole-brain analysis and controlling for the
level of hippocampal activity during the memory test, we identified
two clusters located in the left lateral prefrontal cortex (MNI, −42, 28,
44, Z = 3.71, cluster size = 170) and the right lateral prefrontal cortex
(MNI, 56, 26, 36, Z = 3.81, cluster size = 263; Fig. 5b). They met the
requirements that their activity showed a more positive correlation
with the hippocampal item-specific representation in PM than that in
OM for false memory, and that the effect described above was greater
for falsememory than for correct control. For the left lateral prefrontal
cortex, hippocampal-prefrontal correlations for false memory were
positive in PM (t(56) = 2.41, p =0.019, d = 0.32, 95% CI = [0.05, 0.58])
and negative in OM (t(56) = −2.41, p = 0.019, d = −0.32, 95% CI = [−0.58,
−0.05]), whereas hippocampal-prefrontal correlations for correct
control were non-significant in either PM or OM (ps > 0.15). For the
right lateral prefrontal cortex, hippocampal-prefrontal correlations for
falsememory were positive at trend level in PM (t(58) = 1.82, p =0.074,
d =0.24, 95% CI = [−0.02, 0.50]) and negative in OM (t(56) = −2.75,
p =0.008, d = −0.36, 95% CI = [−0.63, −0.10]), whereas hippocampal-
prefrontal correlations for correct control were negative in PM
(t(56) = −2.55, p =0.013, d = −0.34, 95% CI = [−0.60, −0.07]) but not in
OM (p =0.42). Besides the prefrontal cortex, there was a cluster in
the left superior parietal lobe (MNI, −40, −64, 26, Z = 4.23, cluster
size = 408). No brain region showed the reversed pattern (i.e., a more
positive hippocampal-prefrontal correlation in OM than that in PM for
false memory compared with correct control).

Cortical representations and their connectivity with
hippocampus
The current study focused on hippocampal representations under-
lying the misinformation effect. However, it is also possible that cor-
tical representations were involved in this process. Thus, we explored
whether there were other brain regions showing differences between
true and false memories in item-specific representations of OM and
PM. Based on the whole-brain searchlight analysis, multiple brain
regions (e.g., the left angular gyrus) showed greater item-specific
representations in OM for true memory than false memory, but only
the posterior cingulate gyrus showed greater item-specific repre-
sentations in PM for falsememory than truememory (Fig. 6a).Next, we
explored which brain regions carried participant-specific representa-
tions of original information to produce true memory or carried mis-
information to produce falsememory using the individuation analysis.
Based on the whole-brain analysis, the lateral parietal cortex (e.g., the
left angular gyrus) showed a participant-specific neural-behavioral
correlation for true memory, but the medial parietal cortex (e.g., the
posterior cingulate gyrus) showed a participant-specific neural-beha-
vioral correlation for false memory (Fig. 6b and Supplementary
Table 10 for details). Additional results on cortical representations and
activations are shown in the Supplementary Information (Supple-
mentary Figs. 6–11 and Supplementary Tables 11–16).

To explore the potential informational connectivity39,40, we
assessed the covariation in trial-by-trial information (i.e., OM or PM)
between the hippocampus and the cortex during the memory test.
Specifically, we tested whether their trial-by-trial correlation coeffi-
cients in OM were higher for true memory than false memory, while
their trial-by-trial correlation coefficients in PM were higher for false
memory than truememory. Based on the whole-brain analysis with the

Fig. 5 | Prefrontal activity correlates with hippocampal representations when
falsememory occurs. a The hypothesis was that prefrontal activity would bemore
positively correlated with hippocampal representation of post-event misinforma-
tion (PM) than that of original information (OM) when false memory occurred
during the memory test. The prefrontal cortex is shown in yellow, and the hippo-
campus is shown in black. Permission has been obtained from the individual to
appear in this figure. b The lateral prefrontal activity showed a more positive cor-
relation with hippocampal item-specific representation of post-event information
than with that of original information, and this effect was more pronounced for
false memory than for correct control during the memory test in Exp. 2 (N = 57).
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hippocampus as a seed, the correlation coefficients between the hip-
pocampus and several cortical regions (e.g., the left angular gyrus) in
OM were higher for true memory than false memory, but the corre-
lation coefficients between the hippocampus and the precuneus
(extending to the posterior cingulate gyrus) in PMwerehigher for false
memory than truememory (Fig. 6c). Additional brain regions revealed
by this analysis are shown in Supplementary Table 17.

Discussion
Behavioral results of both experiments of this study demonstrated an
overall misinformation effect, which is consistent with hundreds of
previous studies4,8,22,41–43. In Exp. 1, participants had the highest rate of
falsememory after readingmisinformation, but the lowest rate of false
memory after reading consistent information, and a rate somewhere in
between after reading neutral information. Moreover, participants in
the misinformation group of both experiments had higher false
memory for misinformation (~40%) than false alarms for foils (~10%).

After demonstrating the misinformation effect using our adapted
experimental design, we used fMRI and representational similarity
analysis in Exp. 2 to examine how the human hippocampus created
false memory as a result of the misinformation effect. We first showed
that the hippocampus carried corresponding original information
during the post-event stage. Previous univariate studies have explored
the differences in neural activation during the original and post-event

stages for subsequent true and false memories, which are thought to
reflect item-encoding and source-encoding processes in the
hippocampus17,22. For the post-event stage with extra manipulations
(e.g., re-displaying and comparing the original information and mis-
information), prior studies have artificially induced reactivation,
showing that hippocampal activity during this induced reactivation
supports subsequent false memories18,21. Extending previous uni-
variate studies, our study found hippocampal pattern similarity
between original and post-event stages, which suggests spontaneous
reactivation of corresponding original information in the hippo-
campus during the post-event misinformation stage.

This finding refutes the non-retention interpretation of the mis-
information effect, which claims thatmemories of original events were
lost prior to reading misinformation25. On the contrary, our finding
suggests that when people readmisinformation, the representation of
corresponding original information could be retrieved and revived in
the hippocampus. Specifically, when a person reads a piece of mis-
information (e.g., the narrative showing “the man took a red candy
box”), his/her hippocampus reactivates the pattern of activity recor-
ded when he/she saw the corresponding image (e.g., the image
showing “the man took a blue candy box”), more than the pattern of
activity recorded when he/she saw the other 49 images from the same
event. During the post-event stage, the hippocampus is involved in
retrieving corresponding information from the original event, rather

Fig. 6 | Cortical representations of true and false memories and their con-
nectivity with the hippocampus. a Multiple brain regions (e.g., the left angular
gyrus) showed greater item-specific representations of original information during
the memory test (OM) for true memory than false memory, but only the posterior
cingulate gyrus showed greater item-specific representations of post-event infor-
mation during the memory test (PM) for false memory than true memory.
b Participant-specific neural-behavioral correlation. The lateral parietal cortex (e.g.,
the left angular gyrus) carried participant-specific original information that

predicted true memory, whereas the medial parietal cortex (e.g., the posterior
cingulate gyrus) carried participant-specific misinformation that predicted false
memory. c Informational connectivity between the hippocampus and the cortex.
The correlation coefficients between the hippocampus and several cortical regions
(e.g., the left angular gyrus) in OMwere higher for truememory than falsememory,
whereas the correlation coefficients between the hippocampus and the precuneus
(extending to the posterior cingulate gyrus) in PM were higher for false memory
than true memory in Exp. 2 (N = 57).
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than simply encoding misinformation. The misinformation may either
harm or help memory by reactivating original information41. In other
words, during this post-event stage, the hippocampus re-encodes the
content associated with the post-event (mis)information, allowing the
original memory to be weakened, enhanced, or updated21,44. It
demonstrates the critical role of the hippocampus in memory for
reactivating, binding, and updating relational information23,45,46.

When participants took the memory test one day later, the
representation of original information was found to be weakened in
the hippocampus for truememory, whereas the hippocampus seemed
to reinstate both original information andpost-event (mis)information
for falsememory and correct control. In other words, the item-specific
post-event misinformation was reinstated to a greater extent in the
hippocampus for false memory compared to true memory. However,
there was no activation difference between true and falsememories in
the hippocampus during the memory test, which is consistent with
previous studies using univariate analysis19,20. Extending these two
previous studies that used sensory reactivation paradigms (i.e., visual
images and auditory narratives), our study provided direct evidence
for hippocampal representations of two visual sources for each item
(i.e., visual images and written narratives), by measuring the hippo-
campal pattern similarity across stages.

Our findings support the multiple-trace memory theory, which
posits that two opposingmemory traces of the original andmisleading
information coexist in the hippocampus3,27,28,44. When false memory
was produced during the memory test, the hippocampus carried not
only the corresponding post-event misinformation, but also the cor-
responding original information. Since there were two memory traces
for false memory during retrieval, this discrepancy would trigger the
source monitoring process in the lateral prefrontal cortex29,34,47–49.
Indeed, our results suggest that the strong memory traces of mis-
information but weak memory traces of original information in the
hippocampus triggered monitoring processes for false memory in the
lateral prefrontal cortex (i.e., positively correlated with PM but nega-
tively correlated with OM). However, we did not observe any positive
hippocampal-prefrontal correlation for OM (i.e., selecting original
information), or any negative correlation for PM (i.e., suppressing
misinformation). Overall, our findings indicate that the lateral pre-
frontal cortex works in concert with the hippocampus to resolve this
conflict during the memory test when false memory occurs.

Interestingly, each individual’s unique hippocampal representa-
tion of post-event information predicted idiosyncratic patterns of
misinformation-induced false memory. Although one previous study
found shared neural representations during encoding among partici-
pants predicted subsequent memory50, others found that participant-
specific neural representations during encoding predicted memory
performance37. In our study, false memory was predicted by
participant-specific neural representations of post-event information
in the hippocampus, rather than the shared neural representations
across participants.

Outside the hippocampus, an exploratory searchlight analysis
showed that cortical representations also contributed to true and false
memories. In terms of true memory, the frontoparietal and inferior
temporal cortex carried original information during the post-event
and memory-test stages, as evidenced by greater OP and OM for true
memory than other memory types. However, no brain region showed
greater OP and OM for false memory than true memory. These results
suggest that this cross-stage neural pattern similarity is mainly due to
the reactivation of the original information rather than the blurring of
the two pieces of encoded information. Among these brain regions,
the lateral parietal cortex carried participant-specific neural repre-
sentations of original information that predicted true memory during
the memory test. Unlike the typical role of the hippocampus in pre-
dicting true memory51–54, the post-event misinformation altered the
role of the hippocampus without changing the role of the lateral

parietal cortex in true memory. Although the lateral parietal cortex
rather than the hippocampus carried original information during the
memory test, the original information was communicated between
these two brain regions, as evidenced by the stronger informational
connectivity between the hippocampus and the left angular gyrus in
OM for true memory than false memory.

False memory was predicted by the participant-specific repre-
sentations of misinformation carried by the hippocampus and medial
parietal cortex (e.g., posterior cingulate gyrus), which communicated
with each other during the memory test. It should be noted that the
hippocampal effect found in the ROI analysis was replicated in the
whole-brain neural-behavioral correlation analysis, but not in the
whole-brain searchlight analysis. One possible reason is that the
searchlight method has several limitations, including mismatches in
size and shape of relevant brain regions and those of the searchlight55.
These findings were consistent with previous studies showing that
lateral and medial parietal cortices differ in their role in memory
representation during retrieval56,57. In the misinformation paradigm,
true memory is associated with the neural representation in the left
angular gyrus as it retrieves original-event episodic details58–61; whereas
false memory is associated with the neural representation in the pos-
terior cingulate gyrus as it links post-event narratives with prior
knowledge62–64. Extending these previous studies, our study showed
that each individual’s unique neural representation of original or post-
event information in these brain regions predicted idiosyncratic pat-
terns of true or false memory. In line with the role of the posterior
medial network56, our findings suggest that the lateral and medial
parietal cortices maintain distinct hippocampal-cortical communica-
tions of original-event and post-event information to produce true and
false memories.

To mimic real-life situations, the current study had participants
read post-event misinformation three hours after seeing multiple
events, and take the memory test one day later. However, the time
interval between encoding and retrievalmay affectmemory traces in the
hippocampus to produce false memory65–67. Future studies should
explore changes in hippocampal representations at longer time intervals
(e.g., weeks or months) and their effects on misinformation false
memory. Furthermore, our findings of the hippocampal-prefrontal
correlation imply that manipulating the prefrontal activity during the
memory test may influence hippocampal representations and thus
reduce false memories. However, it should be noted that the
hippocampal-prefrontal correlation found in this studywas basedon the
exploratory searchlight analysis and is subject to alternative interpreta-
tions (e.g., bidirectional prefrontal-hippocampal interactions). Future
studies should replicate thisfinding and investigate the causal role of the
prefrontal activation by using behavioral interventions (e.g., warning) or
brain stimulation (e.g., transcranial direct current stimulation over the
prefrontal cortex)7,68,69. Another limitation of the current study was that
we did not use cued recall tests to isolate neural patterns related to
memory reactivation. In this study, the recognition test allowed for
better control of the stimuli, but also enabled the reprocessing of scenes
elicited by words in the memory test. However, we do not believe that
perceptual reprocessing can explain our results because (a) item-specific
neural pattern similarity between post-event and memory-test stages
was higher for false memory than for true memory, and (b) this neural
pattern similarity was associated with the behavioral performance of
falsememory rather than correct control. If perceptual reprocessing had
been responsible for the neural pattern similarity, we would not have
seen these results because both critical and control items involved the
same kind of perceptual reprocessing in thememory test. Therefore, we
believe that cross-stage neural pattern similaritywas primarily caused by
memory representations of specific details rather than by perceptual
reprocessing of scenes, Nevertheless, future studies should consider
using cued recall tests to avoid any potential confounding of perceptual
reprocessing and to improve the ecological validity of memory
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studies24,70. In addition, it should be noted that the results of the cortical
representation were based on the exploratory searchlight analysis,
which should be replicated in future studies using ROI analysis.

In conclusion, our research provides direct evidence that dynamic
changes in human hippocampal representations across three memory
stages underlie the misinformation effect. These neuroimaging find-
ings support themultiple-tracememory theory and sourcemonitoring
framework of misinformation false memory. Moreover, the hippo-
campus works with the lateral and medial parietal cortices to produce
true and false memories, respectively. These findings enhance our
understanding of the neural mechanisms underlying the reconstruc-
tive nature of humanmemory by providing an integratedmodel of the
hippocampal-cortical network involved in false memory.

Methods
Participants
In Exp. 1 (a behavioral study), 122 participants (63 females and 59males
[based on their self-report], mean age 21 ± 2 years) were randomly
assigned into three groups (i.e., misinformation, neural, and con-
sistent) (SupplementaryTable 2). In Exp. 2 (an fMRI study), therewas an
independent sample of 57 participants for the misinformation group
(29 females and 28 males [based on their self-report], mean age 22 ± 2
years). Bothmale and female participants were randomly assigned into
these groups. These sample sizes were determined based on a power
analysis of previous studies on similar topics22,41,43, which indicated that
a sample size of 30 participants for each group would reach a power
over 80%. Participants are right-handed Chinese college students with
normal vision and without any psychiatric or neurological disease.
They were screened to ensure that they had never previously seen any
material of this study. All participants provided written informed
consent. They were paid 100 RMB per hour. This study was approved
by the Institutional Review Board at Beijing Normal University, China.

Materials
Images of original events, narratives for post-event information, and
the memory test of eight events were developed by the authors. Eight
events are about (1) a man steals a girl’s phone on the street, (2) a
scalper sells appointment tickets in the hospital, (3) a family fights for
money while playing mahjong, (4) a little boy is robbed after running
away from home, (5) a schoolboy is bullied by classmates at school, (6)
a teenage boy stealsmoney fromparents to give a camgirl, (7) a female
college student borrows money from loan sharks, and (8) grandfather
and grandson have a conflict. Images were developed by shooting
photos for the first three events, and by taking snapshots from videos
on the local television stations for the remaining five events. These
events involve pictures of Chinese people of different ages and
regions, who are unknown to most people. The development of these
materials was inspired by previous studies that used events of young
Americans about 15 years ago20,22.

For each event, 50 color digital slide imageswere used to describe
one theme, including 12 critical items, 12 control items, and 26 generic
items. Critical and control items, but not generic items, would be
tested later. For critical items, theywouldbedescribed inaccurately for
the misinformation group in the subsequent post-event stage. To
increase the credibility of narratives, critical and control items would
not be set to the first two slides of each event, and any two of critical
items from each event would not appear one after the other (i.e., they
would be interspersed with generic and control items).

To obtain a balanced design, two different versions of images
were generated for each critical item by taking photos and editing
them using Adobe Photoshop software (version 2017). Two different
sets of critical items for each event were counterbalanced across
participants. For example, in the misinformation group, one partici-
pant sawan imagedepicted that amantook ablue candyboxandput it
into the lady’s bag, and later would read the misinformation of a red

candy box; whereas another participant saw an alternative image
depicting that a man took a red candy box and put it into the lady’s
bag, and later would read the misinformation of a blue candy box
(Supplementary Fig. 2). In total, there were 496 images (i.e.,
[50 + 12] × 8). All images were edited to a size of 1024 × 768 pixels.

For each event, 50 sentences were used to describe the content of
the corresponding images as narratives (i.e., each sentence corre-
sponds to each image). For critical items, their descriptions were
accurate for the consistent group (e.g., the man took a blue candy box
and put it into the lady’s bag), vague for the neutral group (e.g., the
man took a candy box and put it into the lady’s bag [with the color of
the box not specified]), and inaccurate for the misinformation group
(e.g., the man took a red candy box and put it into the lady’s bag). The
misinformation descriptions presented details that were contradictory
(not supplemental) to the original events. For control items, their
descriptions were accurate for the consistent and misinformation
groups (e.g., The lady was walking down the street, and there was a
soda can next to her feet), and vague for the neutral group (e.g., The
ladywaswalking down the street, and therewas a pieceof trash next to
her feet). For generic items, their descriptions were accurate for all
three groups. Each sentence consists of 13–18 Chinese characters. For
each event, there are 24 questions pertaining to 12 critical items and 12
control items in the recognition test. Each question consists of 16–20
Chinese characters. Each option consists of 1–3 Chinese characters.

Experimental procedure
There are three stages, including the original-event, post-event, and
memory-test stages (Fig. 2a). Each of three stages includes eight events
over four runs (i.e., two events per run),which takes about half anhour.
There was a 3-h interval between original-event and post-event stages,
and a 19-h interval between post-event and memory-test stages (i.e., a
23-h interval between original-event and memory-test stages). Partici-
pants were specifically instructed not to talk about these events with
other people at any stage, and were asked to return to the lab indivi-
dually as required. Exp. 1 was a behavioral study to compare the
memory performance between three groups (i.e., misinformation,
neutral, and consistent). All participants were shown eight events and
given the memory test administrated on the computer using Psy-
choPy3 (version 3.2.4) in a quiet room. The only difference for parti-
cipants in three groups was whether the post-event information
includedmisleading, neutral, or consistent information for critical and
control items. Exp. 2 was an fMRI study to explore the neural repre-
sentations of false memory in the misinformation group, in which
participants completed all three stages inside an fMRI scanner. Apart
from this, the experimental materials and design were the same for
these two experiments.

Original-event stage. In the first stage (i.e., original-event stage),
participants saw images of eight events individually (i.e., 50 images per
event). They were asked to remember each image of these events, and
they would subsequently take a memory test about these events.
Before the start of each event, there was a 3.5-s visual cue for the name
of this event (e.g., “Aman steals a girl’s phone on the street”). Each trial
started with a 0.5-s fixation point in the color of black. Next, an image
was presented for 3.5 s. Each image was presented on the computer
screen only once. To ensure that participants did not fall asleep in the
fMRI scanner, for each event, a red fixation point was randomly dis-
played before two to four of the 26 generic items. Participants were
asked to press a button as quickly and accurately as possible with the
index finger of their right hand, when they saw the fixation point as
shown in the color of red rather than black. At the end of each event,
there was a 3.5-s visual cue indicating the end of this event (e.g., the
end of “A man steals a girl’s phone on the street”). The presentation
order of these eight events and the two versions of critical items for
each event was randomized across participants.
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Post-event stage. In the second stage (i.e., post-event stage), partici-
pants were told that they would read narratives made by another
eyewitness of these eight events (i.e., 50 sentences per event). Parti-
cipants were unknowingly exposed to the post-event information, and
not warned about potential discrepancies between images and narra-
tives. Each sentencewas presented on a horizontal line in the center of
the screen. The presentation style of post-event information was the
same as those in the original-event stage (e.g., start/end cues, fixation
points, and stimulus presentation durations). To avoid the potential
sequential effect between events, the presentation order of these 8
eventswas also randomized across participants (i.e., the event order of
post-event was different from that of the original-event).

Memory-test stage. In the third stage (i.e., memory-test stage), par-
ticipants were asked to answer questions in the recognition test, based
on what they saw on the images of original events (i.e., 24 questions
per event). Before the start of the memory test, all participants were
given the same instructions (i.e., you saw the images and read the
narratives, please try your best to answer the following questions
based on what you saw on the images). For each question of critical
items (e.g., What color of candy box did the man put into the lady’s
bag?), there are three options: (1) the detail presented on the image of
original-event (e.g., blue), (2) the detail presented in the narrative of
post-event for the misinformation group (e.g., red), and (3) a foil
option (e.g., white) (Fig. 2b and Supplementary Table 3). For critical
items, the endorsement rates of these three types of optionswere used
as the indices of truememory, falsememory, and foil, respectively. For
each question of control items (e.g., When the lady was walking down
the street, what was next to her feet?), there are three options: (1) the
detail presented both in the image of original-event (e.g., soda can), (2)
a foil option (e.g., banana peel), and (3) another foil option (e.g., plastic
bag). For control items, the endorsement rate of the correct answer
was used as the index of correct control, whereas that for both foils
was used as the index of incorrect control.

Before the start of each event, there was a 9.5-s visual cue for the
nameof this event, inorder to help participants to retrieve this event at
the beginning. Before the start of each trial, there was a 0.5-s fixation
point. Each trial lasted 9.5 s (Supplementary Fig. 3). A question was
presented for 3.5 s. This design allowed participants to retrieve what
they remembered before three options were presented. Then, three
options were presented for 3 s. To ensure that participants gave due
consideration to these threeoptions, theywerenot allowed to respond
during this period. After that, a black frame was presented around
three options, indicating that participants were allowed to respond.
They need to select one option by pressing 1 of 3 buttons with their
index, middle, and ring fingers of right hand within 3 s. After their
response, a red circlewouldbedisplayed around the number of option
for their answer, so they could see that they provided a response.
Three seconds after the black frame appears, the next trial would start.
After completing all 24 questions for each event, there was a 3.5-s
visual cue for ending this event. To obtain a balanced design for the
memory test, the presentation order of these 8 events, the order of 24
questions within each event, and the on-screen locations (i.e., left,
middle, and right) of three options for each questionwere randomized
across participants. Participants were debriefed at the end of study.
Additional information about the training prior to the formal experi-
ment can be seen in the Supplementary Methods.

Behavioral analysis
In the memory test in Exps. 1 and 2, the endorsement rates of original
information (true memory), misinformation (false memory), foil, cor-
rect control, and incorrect control were calculated, respectively. In
Exp. 1, the 3 by 5 mixed-effects ANOVA with post-hoc comparisons
were used to explore the main effects and interaction between group
type (i.e., misinformation, neutral, and consistent) and memory type

(i.e., true, false, foil, correct, and incorrect). For participants in the
misinformation group of Exp. 1 or 2, the paired sample t test was used
to compare false memory with the endorsement rate of foils. To
investigate whether the results of the misinformation group in Exp. 2
replicate those in Exp. 1, we used the 2 by 2 mixed-effects ANOVA to
examine the interaction between group type (i.e., misinformation
groups in Exp. 1 and 2) and memory type (i.e., false memory vs. the
endorsement rate of foil). For the reaction time during the memory
test in Exp. 1, the 3 by 4 mixed-effects ANOVA with post-hoc compar-
isons were used to explore the main effects and interaction between
group type (i.e., misinformation, neutral, and consistent) andmemory
type (i.e., true, false, correct, and incorrect). The recognized foils were
rare, so it was not included in the analysis of reaction time. For parti-
cipants in Exp. 2, the paired sample t test wasused to explore the effect
of memory type on the reaction time during the memory test. The
packages of afex (version 1.1-1) and effectsize (version 0.7.0) in R
(version 4.1.2) were used for ANOVA.

fMRI data collection and analysis
MRI acquisition. Structural and functional imaging data were acquired
on a 3.0T Siemens Prisma MRI scanner with a 64-channel head-neck
coil at the MRI Center at Beijing Normal University. Using a simulta-
neous multi-slice EPI sequence, the high-resolution functional images
were acquired (TR/TE/θ = 2000 ms/34ms/90°; FOV = 200mm ×
200mm; matrix = 100 × 100; in-plane resolution = 2 × 2mm; slice
thickness = 2mm;multi-band acceleration factor = 3; slices = 72).Using
a T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence, a high-resolution structural image
was acquired for the whole brain (TR/TE/θ = 2530ms/2.27ms/ 7°;
FOV = 256mm×256mm; matrix = 256 × 256; slice thickness = 1mm).
A field map was acquired for correction of magnetic held distortions
using a Gradient Echo sequence (TR = 750ms; θ = 60°; TE1/TE2 = 5.20
ms/7.66ms; FOV = 200mm× 200mm; matrix = 100 × 100; slice thick-
ness = 2mm; slices = 72).

Image preprocessing. Imaging data were preprocessed using fMRI-
Prep v20.1.371. Structural images were corrected for intensity non-
uniformitywithN4BiasFieldCorrection andwere then skull-strippedby
antsBrainExtraction.sh, usingOASIS30ANTs as target template. Spatial
normalization to theMNI152NLin2009cAsym template was performed
through nonlinear registration by antsRegistration. For each func-
tional run, the fieldmapwas co-registered to the reference volumeand
converted to a displacement map. The BOLD reference was coregi-
strated to the corresponding structural data by boundary-based
registration with 6 degrees-of-freedom. Each functional run was
slice-time corrected with 3dTshift (AFNI) and then resampled to their
native space by applying a single, composited transform to correct for
head-motion and susceptibility distortions. The BOLD time-series were
resampled to the MNI152NLin2009cAsym template. Using the imple-
mentation of Nipype (version 1.15.1), the frame-wise displacement was
calculated for each functional run. Then, data were filtered temporally
with a nonlinear high-pass filter with a 100-s cutoff.

Univariate analysis. The General Linear Model (GLM; FSL’s FILM
module version 6.0.4) was used tomodel the data.We used smoothed
data by a 5-mm full-width-half-maximum Gaussian kernel using FSL’s
SUSAN for the univariate analysis. During each one of the three stages,
four types of trials weremodeled: truememory, falsememory, correct
control, and incorrect control. The recognized foils and no-response
trialswere rarewhile generic itemswere not tested during thememory
test, thus they were included as separate nuisance variables. In this
model, the presentation of each trial (with a duration of 3.5 s for the
original-event stage and the post-event stage and 9.5 s for thememory-
test stage) was modeled as an impulse and convolved with a double
gamma hemodynamic response function. The red fixation during the
original-event and post-event stages were coded as an additional
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nuisance variable. The GLM also included nuisance regressors for six
motion parameters, framewise displacement (FD), and reaction time
for all items during the memory test. We explored the univariate
activations on each of the contrasts (true memory vs. false memory,
true memory vs. correct control, or correct control vs. incorrect con-
trol) for the original-event, post-event, and memory-test stages,
respectively. Each run was modeled in the first level analysis. Using a
fixed-effects model, a higher-level analysis created cross-run contrasts
for each participant. Using full FMRIB’s Local Analysis of Mixed Effect
1 + 2 with automatic outlier detection, these contrasts were then input
to a random-effects model for group analysis, with a height threshold
of Z > 2.3 and a cluster probability of p < 0.05, corrected for whole-
brain multiple comparisons using Gaussian Random Field Theory.
Unless otherwise noted, the same threshold was used for univariate,
neural pattern similarity, and correlational analyses. Brain images were
visualized using Connectome Workbench (version 1.5.0) and BrainNet
Viewer (version 1.7).

Single-trial estimation. The GLM (FILM version 6.00) was used to
compute the tmap for each of the 400 trials during the original-event
stage (3.5 s per trial), the 400 trials during the post-event stage (3.5 s
per trial), and the 192 trials during the memory-test stage (9.5 s per
trial), respectively. In this single-trial model, the presentation of each
trial was modeled as an impulse and convolved with a double gamma
hemodynamic response function72. Nuisance variables in each single-
trial model were same as those used in the univariate analysis. To
obtain reliable estimates of single-trial responses, the least squares
separate method was used. The estimated t value was obtained for
each trial of each participant (t value = beta value/square root of var-
iance), and used to compute the neural pattern similarity in the fol-
lowing statistical analysis73.

Neural pattern similarity. We calculated the neural pattern similarity
between the original-event and post-event stages (OP), between the
post-event and memory-test stages (PM), and between the original-
event and memory-test stages (OM), for each of four memory types
(i.e., true memory, false memory, correct control, and incorrect con-
trol), for the corresponding items and the non-corresponding items in
the same event, separately (Fig. 3b). The recognized foils were rare
while generic itemswere not tested during thememory test, thus they
were not included. The item-specific representation was indicated by
greater neural pattern similarity between each two of three stages for
the corresponding items than that for the non-corresponding items in
the same event.

The neural pattern similarity between each two of three stages for
the corresponding items was calculated, by the Fisher’s Z score
reflecting neural pattern similarity of each item during one stage with
its corresponding item during another stage. Take the OP for the
corresponding items as an example, the pairwise correlation was cal-
culated between the neural pattern of the narrative of one item during
the post-event stage with the neural pattern of its corresponding
image during the original-event stage. Then, these similarity scores
were transformed into Fisher’s Z scores, which were then averaged to
generate the neural pattern similarity value for each type of trial. The
samemethod was used to calculate for PM andOM, except that neural
pattern similarities were computed for the corresponding item
between original-event and memory-test stages and between post-
event and memory-test stages, respectively.

As a baseline, the neural pattern similarity between each two of
three stages for the non-corresponding items in the same event was
calculated, by averaging the Fisher’s Z scores reflecting neural pattern
similarity of each item during the stage of post-event or memory-test,
with the other 49 items in the same event during one of the previous
stages. Take theOP for the non-corresponding items in the same event
as an example, the pairwise correlations were calculated by averaging

the Fisher’s Z scores reflecting neural pattern similarity of each nar-
rative during the post-event stagewith the other 49 images in the same
event during the original-event stage. The same procedure was used
for PM and OM, except that neural pattern similarities were computed
for the tested item during the memory-test stage with the other 49
narratives during the post-event stage, and with the other 49 images
during the original-event stage, respectively. In order to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio, we used smootheddata by a 2-mm full-width-half-
maximum Gaussian kernel for the neural pattern similarity analysis.

Hippocampus as the region of interest. To define anatomical region
of interest (ROI) in each participant’s native space, we segmented the
structural image for each participant using FreeSurfer (version 6.0).
Due to the key role of the hippocampus in false memory13,20,22,65, we
defined bilateral hippocampus based on its anatomical structure. The
hippocampus was collapsed across both hemispheres. In the hippo-
campus, the neural pattern similarity (i.e., OP, OM, and PM for the
corresponding items and the non-corresponding items) for each trial
were calculated and then were averaged according to their memory
type (i.e., true memory, false memory, correct control, and incorrect
control). The 3 by 4 by 2 repeated measures ANOVA was used to
explore the interaction and main effects of stage pairs (i.e., OP, OM,
and PM), memory types (i.e., true memory, false memory, correct
control, and incorrect control), and item specificity (i.e., correspond-
ing and non-corresponding items) on the hippocampal pattern simi-
larity. Next, we examined whether there was any simple two-way
interaction between item specificity and stage pairs and between item
specificity and memory types. Post-hoc t test was used for further
comparisons. In the hippocampus, the univariate activations (i.e.,
activations during the original-event, post-event, and memory-test
stages) for each trial were extracted from the single-trial estimation,
and then were averaged according to their memory type. The 3 by 4
repeated measures ANOVA was used to explore the interaction and
main effects of stage types and memory types on the hippocampal
activity levels.

Individuation analysis for hippocampal representations. To explore
whether there was any participant-specific mapping between the
neural (i.e., hippocampal item-specific representation of post-event
information) and behavioral (i.e., false memory) data, we compared
the within-participant and the averaged between-participant correla-
tions. The logic here is that if a participant has a partially unique hip-
pocampal item-specific representation of post-event information that
produces false memory, then that participant’s hippocampal item-
specific representation of post-event information should predict this
participant’s ownbehavioral patternof falsememory better thanother
participants’ false memory. To assess this possibility, we created a
false-memory vector for each participant based on their specific
behavioral pattern of false memory in the memory test. The false-
memory vector in eachparticipantwas a binary vector of 192 values for
the 192 tested items (i.e., 96 critical and 96 control items), with 1
indicating that the participant selected the misinformation option for
the critical item (i.e., false memory), and 0 indicating that the partici-
pant selected the other options (i.e., truememory, foil, correct control,
incorrect control, and no-response). To provide the within-participant
correlation for each participant, we calculated the Spearman correla-
tion between their hippocampal item-specific representations of post-
event information and false-memory behavioral data. The correlation
coefficients were transformed into Fisher’s Z-scores. To provide the
between-participant correlation, we then calculated the Spearman
correlation between that participant’s hippocampal item-specific
representations of post-event information and false-memory data of
each of the other participants, and averaged across these correlation
values after Fisher’s r-to-Z transformation. For each of 57 participants,
this procedure resulted in a within-participant correlation and an
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averaged between-participant correlation. Next, we used the paired t
test to compare the within- and between-participant correlations. To
further ensure that this effect was specific for false memory, we per-
formed an analysis similar to the one described above for correct
control and true memory as comparisons.

Correlating prefrontal activity with hippocampal item-specific
representations. We conducted the whole-brain voxel-wise analysis
to examine whether prefrontal activity showed differential correla-
tions with item-specific representations of original and post-event
information in the hippocampus during thememory test, andwhether
this effect was greater for false memory than for correct control.
Specifically, we examined the hippocampal-prefrontal correlation for
the following contrast: (PM>OM: falsememory > correct control) and
(PM<OM: falsememory > correct control). Because prefrontal activity
might be associated with hippocampal activity rather than hippo-
campal representation, we used partial correlation analysis to control
for the activation levels of the hippocampus during the memory test.
The trial-by-trial partial correlation was calculated for false memory
and correct control, separately. These coefficients were then trans-
formed into Fisher’s Z scores for each participant, and used in the
subsequent group analysis (an ordinary least square model with ran-
dom effects).

Based on the above whole-brain analysis, we then defined two
prefrontal ROIs (the left and right lateral prefrontal cortex) by
including all the voxels in each cluster that showed suprathreshold
values for the contrast (i.e., PM >OM: false memory > correct control).
The Fisher’s Z scores were then extracted and averaged across voxels
by condition and by ROI. We used the one-sample t-test to examine
whether the averaged Fisher’s Z scores were significantly different
from zero.

Whole-brain searchlight analysis of cortical representations. Using
the searchlight method (5 × 5 × 5 cubes) by brainiak (version 0.10) in
python 3 (version 3.7.9), we explored whether any other brain regions
showed differences in item-specific neural pattern similarity between
different memory types for OP, OM, and PM. We conducted a whole-
brain searchlight analysis on each of the contrasts (true memory vs.
falsememory, truememory vs. correct control, and correct control vs.
incorrect control) for OP, OM, and PM. To focus on item-specific
representations, the results above were masked with the contrast of
(corresponding > non-corresponding) for the appropriate memory
type. For example, for the contrast of true memory > false memory,
results were masked with the contrast of (corresponding > non-cor-
responding) for true memory. We used a random-effect model for
group analysis. An ordinary least squaremodel was used, since no first
level variance was available.

Individuation analysis for cortical representations. We conducted
the whole brain voxel-wise analysis to explore whether any other brain
regions carried participant-specific representations of original or post-
event information that predicted behavioral performance of true
memory, false memory, or correct control.

Informational connectivity between hippocampus and cortex. We
conducted the whole brain voxel-wise analysis to explore whether
item-specific representations in the hippocampus and those in the
cortex were positively correlated. Such a correlation would indicate
informational connectivity39,40, reflecting the functional con-
nectivity between the hippocampus and the cortex. This analysis
was based on the trial-by-trial covariation in information (item-
specific representations of original or misinformation [i.e., OM or
PM]) and was conducted separately for true and false memories.
Spearman’s correlation coefficients were used and then trans-
formed into Fisher’s Z scores. We explored which brain regions had

stronger informational connectivity with the hippocampus for true
memory than false memory in OM, and which regions had stronger
informational connectivity with the hippocampus for false memory
than true memory in PM. For this exploratory analysis, we used a
relatively liberal threshold to find these regions (Z > 1.7 and a cluster
probability of p < 0.05, corrected for whole-brain multiple com-
parison using Gaussian random filed theory). Finally, the above
results were masked to ensure that correlation coefficients were
higher than zero for true memory in OM, and were higher than zero
for false memory in PM. For example, for the contrast of true
memoryminus false memory in OM, results were masked with brain
regions showing a positive correlation with the hippocampus for
true memory in OM.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Portfolio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
The behavioral and fMRI data generated in this study have been
deposited onOpenNeuro [https://openneuro.org/datasets/ds004261].
The data illustrated in the figures are provided in the Source Data
file. Source data are provided with this paper.

Code availability
The code in this study has been deposited on OpenNeuro [https://
openneuro.org/datasets/ds004261].
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